


• We are kind, even when it's hard. We are working to reform systems and change minds. To the extent that

we have enemies, those enemies are systems and accepted practices/approaches, not individuals. We can't

use the Strong Towns platform to demonize or personally attack any individual, no matter how frustrated we

are with them.

• We are polite. We don't curse. We don't use salacious imagery. Our communications will often be

provocative, but it will always be safe for work.

• We are trustworthy. We don't lie, deceive, or conduct ourselves in a way that will undermine our credibility

as a consensus builder. We are going to push boundaries and challenge deeply held beliefs, but we are known

as people who say what they mean and mean what they say. Ours is a long term strategy.

For Strong Towns to win, we need the broad culture to change. We change the broad culture by being a positive 

force, one that builds consensus around key insights and shared realities. By being a Local Leader, you are signing 

up to be part of this strategy. You are agreeing not to be a jerk. 

With this agreement, we welcome you to be a Local Leader for a Strong Towns Local Conversation. 

By signing the following, I am signing up to be a Local Leader for a Strong Towns Local Conversation. I agree to 

the following: 

• I will ensure our group has at least one member of Strong Towns at the Movement Builder level.

• I will make sure that my Local Conversation is current on their check ins.

• I will not be a jerk.

I acknowledge that, if I fail to do any of these things, Strong Towns may rescind my Local Leader status and/or 

delist my Local Conversation, at which point I will lose all the privileges and benefits thereof. 

Signature (Type to sign) 

After signing and saving, please email to John atjohn@strongtowns.org. You can also print, sign, scan, and email. 
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